Winter 2017 Student Success Workshop Series
Day/Date/Time

Title

Description

Th, 1/12, 12-1pm

Study Skills Essentials:
Simplifying for Success

Learn to better balance your time, tasks, and course material with this all-in-one study skills session. We'll cover lecture prep,
scheduling study time, organizing your thoughts and tasks, as well as how to make the most of your study sessions.

Tu, 1/17, 4-5pm

How Do I Manage My Money
on Minimum Wage?

In this workshop, we'll discuss how to effectively budget on a limited income, as well as find small savings opportunities.

W, 1/18, 11-12pm

Developing Effective Study
Habits for Math

Master that math course with sanity-saving study strategies straight from our Mathematics Learning Specialist, Len Hernandez.

Tu, 2/7, 3-4pm

Procrastinating on Exam-Prep:
The Dangerous Reality

Procrastination is an easy habit to write-off as unavoidable but when it comes to preparing for exams, this behavior is your GPA's
worst enemy. Join us to learn a more simple strategy for effective test-prep that will benefit you this semester and beyond.

W, 2/15, 4-5pm

How Do I Start Building Credit
and Raise My Credit Score?

What is the most efficient ways to establish a clean credit history and to raise your credit score? Join us to find out.

Tu, 2/28, 3-4pm

When Will I Ever Use Math?

Brighten your outlook by thinking beyond your grade to focus on the lifelong benefits of your math class.

M, 3/20, 4-5pm

Stress Management:
GPA-Saving Strategies

Get a better understanding of what causes academic stress, how to manage it, and how to prevent future stress. You'll leave this
session armed with various coping skills to combat persistent feelings overwhelm during times of stress.

Th, 3/23, 4-5pm

Do I Even Need a
Savings Account?

Join us to discuss how to manage money using different banking services and popular finance apps.

Th, 3/30, 2-3pm

Analyze Your Test to Improve
Your Test Preparation

In order to improve future test scores, it's imperative to understand what went wrong on previous tests. This session can help you
learn how to analyze returned exams to ensure a more effect exam prep.

W, 4/12, 4-5pm

How Can I Invest $500?

In this workshop, we'll discuss investing basics and efficient ways to allocate even a modest amount of savings.

Tu, 4/18, 12-1pm

Aim for the A:
Final Exams Prep Workshop

Study-planning, testing tips, test-anxiety advice...we've got you covered for finals.

All sessions held in Academic Success Center Lab (1600 UGL)
Seating is limited, register today at success.wayne.edu

